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Make it Quick: Texting is 
Now the Preferred Way to 
Communicate in 
Relationships



Regardless of Role at Work, 
These Results include you

Medetel has extremely diverse 
participants, but everyone here is 
required to communicate in their role

You need to know if there are changes in 
communication styles that will affect how 
you go about your days



2009 Word Cloud
Advantage AmountCommunicationComputer 
Mediated DevicesConversations
DamagingEnhanceFace to FaceFantasy

Friends Impact InteractionsIntimacyLittle
Miscommunication Misleading Needs

RelationshipRunSayShare Spouse Substitute

SuperficialThinkTrue Word Write



2012 Word Cloud
Showing 12 Most Important Words and Phrases

ConversationsHarm
Internet Lead Normally Offline
Real LifeRelationships
Share Think True Understanding



Themes
Much has changed in three years

But there are consistencies we should find 
reassuring for that state of romantic 
relationships

*Note (comparison charts are younger 
adult age 18-28 only)



2009 vs 2012 Time on SNS



Casual Question Preference



How Much is TOO MUCH?
Participant Perception

How often do you post information 
online?          (%)

2009 2012
I post a lot 0 0
I post 
moderately

22.9 28.8         +5.9

I post a Little 59.8 63.8           +4
I don’t post any 
personal info

17.3 7.5             -9.8



Sexual Attraction in the 
Equation



Friendship Maintenance Shifts 
further from FTF and Phone



What hasn’t changed?
Intimacy and Divulging personal 
information

In fact 5% increase in desire for FTF 
disclosure among young adults (84% 
prefer to disclose personal information IN 
PERSON).



With some experience…
Novelty has worn off
Perceptions shift



2009 had an easier time with 
friendships online



And online romance is now 
perceived as more difficult



Fun fact
Of all participants (n=296), those who 
were over the age of 56 were more than 
twice as likely to be in a relationship 
where they met online as their younger 
counterparts.



What others post has an 
influence on sexual attraction



Reputation Maintenance 
ONLINE 2009 & 2012     (%)
Extremely 
Concerned

4.1 1.3 -2.8

Moderate
Concern

36.1 23.1 -13

Mildly 
Concerned

38.3 55.1 +16.8

Not at all 
Concerned

13.8 20.5 +6.7



Trust of Others Online
Has remained nearly the same in the 
young adult age group, and differs little 
amongst N=296

Slight decline in trust



Summary
For the most part, people report personal 
information honestly online

SMS/ Text is now the preferred mode of 
communication for almost all relationships 
with the exception of intimate romantic 
relationships



Summary
Participants may not be terribly in touch 
with how much posting is “a lot”

All of us are well aware that you have at 
least a few people on your social 
networking sites that post TOO MUCH



Summary
Participants have not yet encountered 
some of the downside risk of posting 
personal information online and it is 
expected that some of the concern levels 
will rise with time.
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